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Key themes
Tier 2 words

1. Key themes: Vanity. Appearances can be deceptive. Links to Dorian Gray.
2. Tier 2 words: guards, tavern, carriage, apprentice, physician, demise, gulped, revealed
3. Drama followed by writing dialogue of being the guards on duty the night the carriage returned.Modelling 
split speech for the HAPs to extend.
4. Focus on how the show not tell around the speech alters the way the character is portrayed. Talk about 
alternatives to said but model how sometimes you don’t need a said alternative and having too many 
different words can look clunky. It can better to use a few simple ones: whispered, said and asked and add 
verbs describing what they are doing as they speak. Interweave with sentences that don’t have a said verb.
5. Focus on using expanded noun phrases and prepositional phrases to describe the tavern 
6 & 7. Write a narrative based on the guards going to a tavern after seeing the carriage

SC: 
Develop character through 
effective dialogue 
Create atmosphere including 
through expanded noun phrases

7. Describe Dr Kalmenius pg 29 – 31. Magpieing from Scrooge description
8. Recognising main and subordinate/relative clauses. Read up to page 58 – subordinate clauses (adverbials), 
embedded clauses and relative clauses. Modelling how to vary sentence length through short sentences 
followed by those with clauses and conjunctions. Extending HAPs with examples of multi -subordination or 
omitting relative pronoun, and showing the interspersion of simple and compound sentences.
9. Plan for extended write -
Structure:
1st paragraph – finally arriving after wolf attack
2nd paragraph – entering workshop, description and feelings, introduce menace of Kalmenius to reader, 
3rd paragraph – dialogue –all about the dynasty – showing Prince's vanity

L.O: To write an 

alternative ending to a 

chapter (6 & 7)

7. To describe a character

8. To use a variety of sentence types

9. To plan a narrative

1. To explore the themes

2. To explore new vocabulary in a text

3. To use speech punctuation

4. Develop a character through speech

5. Describe a setting (Expanded Noun Phrases 

& prepositional phrases)

LO: To write a narrative – Prince Otto 
enters Kalmenius workshop (10 & 11)

SC:
Develop character through 
action and effective dialogue 
Create 
atmosphere including through 
expanded noun phrases
Use a variety of sentence types 
and lengths



Blustering winds howled their warning as the prince approached his destination. It had been an hour since the sad demise of the baron and Otto was 
finally started to regain his calm nature. The mines of Shatzburg - finally! Bringing the sledge to a standstill, he carefully lifted Florian out. He was barely 
moving. Time was precious. Snow crunched underfoot and he powerfully strode towards the ancient oak door of the famous workshop.

The door to the workshop was hidden in shadow. It was uninviting and unwelcoming. Prince Otto, cradling his stone-cold son, pushed the door open and 
stepped inside. From all around of the room, he heard the sound of ticking, tapping, clanging. Fragments of metal cogs were strewn across the old 
wooden worktops, papers and books scattered across the floor. A mysterious, cloth-covered figure stood motionless in the far corner. The prince stood 
still, listening to his own heart beating like thunder in his chest. Beside the desk was a man in a dark cloak, with a hood covering his face. He slowly rose to 
his feet and lowered his hood, revealing vicious eyes which blazed into Prince Otto’s.

"Well, look who we have here!" sneered Dr Kalmenius, a grin spreading across his lips. "What brings such royalty?'
"I have no one else to turn to," replied Prince Otto, trying to steady his own voice. "My son has moments left. You must save him. It is the only way to 
continue the dynasty."

SC:
Develop character through 
action and effective dialogue 
Create 
atmosphere including through 
expanded noun phrases
Use a variety of sentence types 
and lengths

With heads bowed against the harsh winds, the two guards finally pushed open the doors of the Royal Tavern. It had been a long, hard day
and the warmth from the Tavern had never been so comforting. Exhausted, they slumped against the bar where the jolly inn keeper, Hans, greeted 
them beaming from ear to ear.
"Looks like you've had a tough shift lads," he smiled as he gave them two foaming tankards of fresh ale.
The men weaved between the crowds of villagers, all laughing and joking after a day at work. They sought refuge in a quiet corner next to the 
roaring fire place.

“I just can’t believe it,” Erwin whispered, when he felt finally safe that they would not be overheard. He shivered, remembering the ghastly sight 
they had seen.
Aldrich glanced nervously over his shoulder. “It was the way his arm just kept going. It was like a clock hand. It wasn’t right.”
“We’re going to have to tell someone,” Erwin interjected.
“But who?” Aldrich asked. “No one will ever believe us.”

SC:
Develop character through action 
and effective dialogue 
Create atmosphere 
including through expanded noun 
phrases

Structure:
Describing setting of the inn
Conversation between the guards

1st paragraph – finally arriving after wolf 
attack
2nd paragraph – entering workshop, 
description and feelings, introduce menace 
of Kalmenius to reader,
3rd paragraph – dialogue –all about the 
dynasty – showing Prince's vanity




